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Erasure codes are employed by disk systems to tolerate failures. They are typi-
cally characterized by bit-matrices that are used for encoding and decoding. 
The efficiency of an erasure code using a bit-matrix is directly related to the 
number of exclusive-or (XOR) operations required during the encoding pro-
cess. Thus, a problem within the field of erasure coding is how to schedule the 
XOR operations for any given bit-matrix so that the fewest number of XOR 
operations are required. This paper develops an algorithm for finding the op-
timum solution and analyzes the performance of two known heuristics on a set 
of encoding matrices.

Introduction

erasure coding is a widely used technique to achieve failure resistance in storage devices. 
erasure coding provides an alternative to simple data replication in that fewer disks are 
generally required in order to be resistant to the same number of failed disks. in erasure 
coding, data disks are encoded onto coding disks. Then, the entire system of data and cod-
ing disks is resilient to a certain number of failures, depending on what type of erasure 
coding is used. 

The encoding process in erasure coding is done via matrix-vector multiplication 
in Galois-Field arithmetic, where the data disks are considered the vector and the matrix 
differs for each erasure code. That is, a coding matrix characterizes an erasure code. in a 
subset of erasure codes, a bit-matrix (i.e., a matrix made up of ones and zeros) is used as 
the coding matrix. Because of the nature of bit-matrices, matrix-vector multiplication is 
simply a matter of exclusive-or (XOr) operations. The performance of an erasure code 
using bit-matrices can then be evaluated by the number of XOr operations required during 
the encoding process. 

http://trace.tennessee.edu/pursuit
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it has been observed that one can take advantage of the patterns in erasure coding 
matrices by scheduling the XOr operations in order to reduce the number of XOr opera-
tions required, thus improving the encoding performance of the matrices. There are two 
known heuristics for this problem: Code Specific Hybrid Reconstruction [5] and a tech-
nique by Huang, Li, and Chen using matching [8].

in general, neither of these heuristics provides the optimal schedule for a given ma-
trix. The first goal of this thesis is to motivate the need for a heuristic by examining optimal 
schedules in general bit-matrices and to develop an algorithm for finding an optimal sched-
ule for a given matrix (i.e., a schedule with the fewest number of operations possible). 
The second goal of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of two known heuristics by 
comparing the schedules each finds for a given set of matrices with the optimal schedules 
for these matrices. 

Erasure Codes

erasure codes are used in storage systems in which failures need to be tolerated. For ex-
ample, disk array systems, data grids, collaborative/distributed storage applications, peer to 
peer networking, and archival storage are all systems in where failures can occur and where 
data loss can be catastrophic [9].

Storage companies such as Cleversafe [3] and Data Domain [17]); academic proj-
ects such as Oceanstore [14] and Pergamum [15]; and major technology corporations such 
as Hewlett Packard [16], IBM [4, 6], and Microsoft [7, 8], are all entities that regularly use 
erasure coding.

erasure codes take data on k data disks and encode the data onto m coding disks 
(Figure 1). In Maximum Density Separable (MDS) erasure codes, the system of k+m disks 
is then resistant to up to m failures [9]. In other words, up to m of the total k+m disks in the 
system of disks can be erased while still being able to decode the data from the original k 
data disks (in Figure 2). erasure codes also use a third parameter, w, called the word size. 
The disks are segmented into words and then the entire word is operated on rather than 
individual bits. 

Figure 1: Encoding using an erasure code.
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The encoding and decoding process is done using matrix-vector product in Galois 
Field arithmetic, in which addition is performed via XOr and multiplication is performed 
in several different ways [13]. During the process of encoding, the data disks are consid-
ered as a vector of size k, while the matrix, called a generator matrix, is of size (k+m) * k. 
all elements of the equation are w-bit words, where w is a parameter of the erasure code. 
The first k rows of the generator matrix form a sub-matrix that is the identity matrix. This 
results in the first k rows of the product vector of size k+m being the data disks. The remain-
ing m rows of the generator matrix encode the data disks into the last m rows of the product 
vector. erasure codes can be characterized by the matrix that is used during encoding in 
that different codes each have a different matrix.

When up to m erasures occur, the system of surviving disks is then considered as a 
vector of size k. During decoding, the rows of the matrix that correspond to the erased disks 
are removed and the matrix is inverted. The inverted matrix is then multiplied by the vector 
formed by the remaining disks in order to obtain the original k data disks. note that because 
the matrix is required to be inverted, every k*k matrix that is made up of any k rows of the 
generator matrix must still be invertible. This limits the number of ways a generator matrix 
can be constructed. 

Bit-Matrix Encoding

Bit-matrix encoding was initially described in the original Cauchy reed-Solomon erasure 
coding paper by Blomer, et. al. [2]. In bit-matrix encoding, a generator matrix called the 
Binary Distribution Matrix (BDm) is used. The BDm is composed of k+m rows and k col-
umns of w x w matrices of zeros and ones. Because the data disks are held intact, the first 
k*w rows of the BDm are the identity matrix. The remaining m rows of w x w matrices are 
the portion of the matrix that differs from one erasure code to the next. Figure 3 shows the 
matrix-vector multiplication used in bit-matrix encoding. 

Each row of the BDM corresponds to a specific coding disk. Because the rows of 
the matrix are bit strings, the dot-product of a row of the BDm with the vector of data disks 
is calculated simply using addition (i.e., XOr). Since all elements are bits, multiplication 
is unnecessary.

Figure 2: Decoding using an erasure code.
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Figure 4 gives a very simple example of the calculation of a coding disk, given a row 
of the BDM. In the figure, the shaded portions of the row of the BDM correspond to ones 
in the matrix. In the figure, k=2, w=3, di,j denotes the jth word of the ith data disk, and ci,j is 
the word on the coding disk corresponding to the given row of the BDm.

When performing multiplication in the straightforward way, the performance of 
encoding is directly related to the number of ones within the last mw rows of the BDm, 
called the Coding Distribution Matrix (CDM) [11]. As is demonstrated from the above 
multiplication, performing the multiplication in this way yields exactly oj-1 operations for 
the jth row, where oj is the number of ones in the jth row. Thus, the maximum number of 
XOr-operations for a BDm matrix is:

Figure 3: Bit-Matrix Encoding

Figure 4: An example of row-vector multiplication to obtain a coding disk.
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Because of the relationship of the performance of encoding to the number of ones 
in a bit-matrix, several researchers have attempted to construct sparse coding matrices in 
order to achieve erasure codes with better performances [1, 10, 11, 12].

Scheduling Bit-Matrix Encoding

The performance of an erasure code using bit-matrices is directly related to the number of 
XOR operations required to encode the matrix. Therefore, it would be beneficial to take ad-
vantage of the structure of the CDm to minimize the number of XOr operations in order to 
improve the performance of the erasure code. Consider the coding bit-matrix and schedule 
in Figure 5. This bit-matrix is an example of a CDM for k=1, m=1, and w=6. While such a 
matrix would never be used in practice, since one would simply use replication for these 
parameters, we employ it simply for illustration.

Proceeding with encoding in the usual way, this particular bit-matrix requires 19 
XOr-operations. however, due to the structure of the matrix, there are many commonali-
ties in the rows. For example, rows one and two have ones in the zeroth and first columns. 
If we perform this operation first and use this common operation as a starting point to cal-
culate remaining rows, we may reduce the total number of XOr operations. 

In Figure 6, we note that the same bit-matrix from Figure 5 has an optimum schedule 
with only six XOR-operations. By first calculating row one of the coding matrix and build-
ing all other rows using that row, we can drastically reduce the number of XOr-operations. 
many dense bit-matrices have similar schedules, so the performance of the erasure codes 
of those matrices no longer relies on the number of ones in a given matrix. however, the 
problem of finding an optimal schedule is a difficult one, as discussed in section 6. 

Figure 5: Example bit-matrix and associated “naïve” schedule.

Figure 6: Example bit-matrix and optimum schedule.
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Two known heuristics for this problem have been developed. Code Specific Hybrid 
Reconstruction is an algorithm developed by Hafner, Deenadhayalan, Rao, and Tomlin [5] 
and implemented in the Jerasure library by Plank [13]. In this algorithm, the operations 
for the row with the minimum number of ones are first scheduled. Then, all other rows are 
checked to see if their calculations may be performed with fewer XOrs using this newly 
calculated rows as a starting point. if so, this is recorded, and the algorithm continues by 
scheduling the next rows with the minimum number of XOr operations. The algorithm 
repeats itself until all rows are scheduled.

a second method by huang, Li, and Chen makes use of common subexpressions 
[8]. In this method, a weighted graph is first constructed in order to find the most common 
subexpressions. There are kw nodes of the graph, where each node represents a column in 
which a one could appear in the BDm. each node is connected by a single edge to all other 
nodes in the graph. The nodes are given initial weights of zero. The rows of the matrix are 
then traversed. if a one appears in both the ith and jth column of a row, then the weight of 
the edge between the ith and jth nodes is incremented. When this process is complete, the 
edge with the largest weight in the graph is found, and all edges with weights less than this 
maximum weight are removed.

A matching algorithm is used to find the maximum matching of the remaining 
graph. The maximum matching, a set of edges, represents the common subexpressions to 
remove from the graph and thus the XOr-operations to be added into the schedule. These 
common subexpressions are removed from the rows of the original bit-matrix but are then 
added as rows to a new bit-matrix. The algorithm is then repeated on the new bit-matrix 
until there are no common subexpressions (i.e., all edges in the graph have weights equal 
to one).

Testing Space

For the purposes of this paper, only very small cases of this problem have been considered 
because finding the optimal schedule for these matrices requires considering an exponen-
tial number of schedules, as discussed in section 6. The matrices that we study are the 63 
Cauchy matrices for w=6. The matrices are important because a standard construction of 
bit-matrices in Cauchy reed Solomon coding for any (k+m) ≤ 64 employs these matrices 
[10]. Specifically, in the Galois-Field GF(26), there are 63 non-zero numbers, and each of 
these has a representation using a 6x6 bit-matrix. This construction is defined in [2], and 
the 63 matrices are depicted in Figure 7. 

as one can see, there are many rich patterns that can be exploited by scheduling 
algorithms within the Cauchy matrices. That is, there are many cases in which multiple 
rows have similar structures, so that the structures can be leveraged as described in section 
4. Because of these rich patterns and because of the fact that they are employed in practice, 
these matrices are a good testing space for this problem. 
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Optimal Schedule for Any Matrix

The first step in the analysis and comparison of the current known heuristics was to develop 
software to find the (not necessarily unique) optimal schedule for any given matrix, where 
an optimal schedule is defined to be one that obtains the proper encodings with the least 
possible number of XOr-operations. in this paper, we approach this problem in a set-based 
manner. every schedule of XOr-operations for a bit-matrix with m*w (heretofore r) rows 
and k*w (c) columns can be represented as a set S of integers x where x is between 1 and 
2c-1. We consider the set

where yj is the integer that is obtained when the jth row of the CDm is considered as a binary 
number. Figure 8 shows a bit-matrix and its corresponding set M.
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Figure 7: The 63 6x6 Cauchy matrices for w = 6.
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We then define the relationship X(S, S'): 

X(S,S') S'= S {x} where x = x1 x2, x1,x2 S x1 x2 x S .

in other words, a set S' can be obtained from any set S by XOring two distinct items in S 
together and obtaining a third distinct item that is not a member of S. For example, X(A,A')
where A = {1,2,4,8} and A = {1,2,3,4,8}, because 1 ⊕ 2 = 3 and 3 ∉ A. 

Describing schedules in this way, we define S → S'' if there exist S0, S1, …, Sn such that  
S0 = S and Sn = S'', such that 

X(S,S') 0 i < n

in determining the optimal schedule for a problem, one begins with the set SI, where

SI = { 2 j : 0 j < c } ,
and the set m as defined above. Note that SI represents the set of binary numbers less than 
2c that contain a single one. The goal is to find the smallest set S' such that

SI S' M S'.
Then, the minimum number of XOr-operations required to encode data disks using the 
bit-matrix defined by M is ⎟S'⎟ – ⎟S1⎟. The optimal schedule can then be interpreted using 
the members of S'. Figure 9 shows an example of a bit-matrix, the optimal set S', and the 
schedule that corresponds to the optimal set S', as well as how the set S' is translated into 
the schedule.

Figure 8: Example of a bit-matrix and its corresponding M set.

Figure 9: Example of set S' to schedule for a given bit-matrix.

S’ = {1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 16, 18, 32, 36, 37, 50, 57}
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Note that in Figure 9, the number of XOR-operations in the schedule (seven) is ex-
actly equal to ⎟S'⎟ - ⎟SI⎟ (because ⎟S'⎟ = 13, while ⎟SI⎟ = 6).

Because every schedule can be represented using a set of integers between 1 and 
2c-1 as described above, an upper bound on the total number of schedules for a bit-matrix 
with r rows and c columns is the number of subsets of a set with 2c items. That is, the total 
number of schedules to possibly consider is:

S(c) = 22c

As represented in Figure 10, S(c) grows exponentially. in erasure coding, w is typi-
cally less than or equal to 64, while k can be arbitrarily large, so this number of schedules 
(S(c) where c = kw) is obviously not feasible to consider for even small values of k and w. 

however, this number of schedules should never be considered. in general, only 
a relatively small subset of the total number of schedules should be considered. For any 
given bit-matrix, the maximum size of sets to be considered can be determined by con-
sidering the number of operations in the worst possible schedule, the “naïve” schedule as 
described in Section 4. 

The number of valid schedules (schedules that obey the SI→S' relationship) with j 
XOr-operations (the number of sets that contain r+j items) is relatively large. The number 
of unique schedules with exactly one operation is
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because an operation can be represented as the combination of any two items in the set. 
Though this computation is relatively straightforward, the number of unique schedules 
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Figure 10: S(c).
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already, the number of unique schedules with exactly two operations is growing 
with complexity O(c4). Because the minimum number of operations required in a schedule 
is r (in the case in which each row of the CDm has exactly two ones), the number of unique 
schedules to consider is still quite large.

In developing the code to find the optimal schedule for any matrix, we initially ap-
proached the problem using breadth-first search. That is, we first checked every schedule 
with one operation, then every schedule with two operations, until a schedule that achieved 
the matrix was found. in this algorithm, in order to determine each schedule with c opera-
tions, all schedules with c-1 operations are needed. 

Because the number of potential schedules with c-1 operations grows exponentially 
quickly, this method requires a great deal of memory. in fact, the machines we used ran out 
of memory before a schedule was found.

The next step in the development of algorithm required a sacrifice of time rather 
than space. The algorithm employed takes longer to find the optimal schedule, but it uses 
less memory. Instead of using a breadth-first search approach, we used a depth-first search 
approach. in this methodology, each schedule is encoded into a string and cached in a red-
black tree. Operations are then added to a given schedule, expanding that schedule until 
one of the following conditions was met:

• The number of operations in the given schedule is greater than the maxi-
mum number of operations possible for the given matrix.

• The sum of the number of operations required to obtain the final BDM 
and the total number of operations in the given schedule is greater than the 
maximum number of operations.

• The number of operations in the given schedule is greater than the number 
of operations in the best schedule found thus far.

• The sum of the number of operations required to obtain the final BDM and 
the total number of operations in the given schedule is greater than the num-
ber of operations in the best schedule found thus far.

• The schedule has already been checked (that is, the schedule is cached in 
the red-black tree).

• The schedule achieves the matrix.

in this way, a smaller number of schedules is checked at a time, and memory is 
conserved. however, because of the caching of the schedules and the sheer number of 
schedules with a certain number of operations, the machine still ran out of memory before 
schedules were found for certain matrices.

The final step in finding the optimal schedule for any matrix was to remove the 
caching of the schedules from the algorithm. Again, this was a sacrifice of time for space. 
The same schedule may be checked many times over but virtually no memory is used. 
For instance, consider the number of schedules with two operations. The total number of 
schedules with two operations that are checked in this algorithm is
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which, as shown in Figure 11, grows more quickly with c than the number of unique 
schedules with two operations. not only are the schedules themselves checked multiple 
times over, but all schedules they are related to are checked multiple times over. as such, 
this final step was used as a last resort to find the optimal schedule for some of the Cauchy 
matrices in which all other algorithms failed because of lack of memory. This algorithm 
often took over twenty-four hours to find a solution for even these small cases. 

Analysis of Two Known Heuristics

Having found the optimal schedule for each of the 63 Cauchy matrices in our test space, 
we set about comparing these schedules to the two known heuristics. For the Code Specific 
hybrid reconstruction (CShr) algorithm, the implementation in the Jerasure library was 
modified so that the output would be in the same set notation as described in section 6. 
Figure 12 shows the comparison between the optimal schedule and the schedule produced 
by the CShr algorithm. 

Figure 11: Difference between all schedules checked and unique schedules with two 
operations.
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as expected, CShr performs optimally for extremely sparse matrices. however, 
for codes where entire sub-diagonals or partial sub-diagonals of the bit-matrix are zeros, 
CShr performs especially badly. in these cases, the CShr schedule includes more than 
three unnecessary operations. Figure 13 shows examples of such matrices. CSHR performs 
sub-optimally on 33 of the 63 test matrices. 

For the huang, et. al., implementation, the algorithm was built around existing 
code of edmond’s matching algorithm for non-bipartite graphs. again, this algorithm was 
tweaked so that the output matches the set notation output of the optimum schedule algo-
rithm. Figure 12 shows the comparison between the schedule produced by this algorithm 
and the optimal schedule. 

as in CShr, this algorithm performs optimally for extremely sparse matrices. Like 
CShr, this algorithm struggles with schedules for codes where entire sub-diagonals or 
partial sub-diagonals of the bit-matrix are zeros. it also struggles in particular with codes 
where subsequent sub-diagonals contain few ones or none at all, such as those shown in 
Figure 14. This algorithm performs sub-optimally on 41 out of 63 of the test matrices. 

Optimal 10 10 10 8

CShr 13 13 13 11

Common 
Subexpression 
removal

11 14 11 11

naïve 18 14 18 19

Figure 13: Examples of bit-matrices in which CSHR performs badly and number of 
operations.

Optimal 8 8 8 9

CShr 10 9 10 10

Common 
Subexpression 
removal

12 10 12 13

naïve 12 10 12 13

Figure 14: Examples of bit-matrices in which the common subexpression removal 
algorithm performs badly and number of operations.
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The Development of a New Heuristic

as part of the exploration of current heuristics, we attempted to the development of a new 
heuristic that could potentially outperform the known heuristics. We began with the opti-
mization code described above. The first step in developing a heuristic was to modify the 
ordering of the depth first search to find a better schedule more quickly. This is initially 
determined by considering all schedules with exactly one operation. The schedules are then 
ranked based on whether or not the result of the operation was represented in the actual 
bit-matrix. For example, if a bit-matrix is represented by the set m = {3, 34, 49, 24, 12, 6}, 
the schedule that included the operation 1⊕ 2 = 3 is ranked above all other schedules. This 
is the path that is pursued initially in the depth-first search. 

The schedule this algorithm returns is the first schedule that is found, regardless of 
length. This heuristic is not competitive at all. In fact, it is often unable to find any schedule 
other than the worst possible schedule within any reasonable amount of time. however, 
upon implementing this “best-path” ranking within the optimization code, we found that it 
improves the performance slightly. 

Because the performance is improved in the optimization code, the next step in the 
development of the new heuristic was to look ahead to all schedules with two operations. 
again, the ranking of the paths is based on which schedules contained the most XOr-
operations that resulted in values represented in the bit-matrix. This heuristic is more suc-
cessful than the first. In fact, for many of the test matrices it produces either the optimal 
matrix, or a schedule with operations equal to the number of operations provided in the two 
known heuristics. however, for certain test matrices, the algorithm is not able to produce 
a schedule in any reasonable amount of time. Thus, there is still room for improvement in 
developing a new heuristic. 

Conclusion and Future Work

Constructing the optimal schedule for an arbitrary bit-matrix proved to be extremely ex-
pensive, both with respect to computation times and with respect to the amount of memory 
required to minimize computation time. The setbacks in putting together an algorithm that 
yields a solution in a reasonable amount of time for any given matrix did not allow for as 
much of an in-depth analysis as planned. however, we learned much in the construction of 
the algorithm that can potentially be useful in developing a new heuristic. 

Using what we learned in the development of the optimal schedule algorithm and the 
initial heuristic work, we plan to continue developing new heuristics to solve this problem 
with the goal of finding a heuristic that not only competes with the two known heuristics, 
but also outperforms them. Because of our analysis of the two known heuristics, we were 
able to identify the types of matrices in which these heuristics provided weak solutions. We 
plan to continue expand the analysis of these algorithms to a larger set of test matrices in 
order to identify other types of matrices in which they also provide weak solutions in order 
to avoid some of these weaknesses in the continued development of the heuristic.
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